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are we ready?

the time approaches...
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Editorial
The Messages this month
This month’s Messages feel
different. Jesus, so far, has been
Warning us of what is to come
now He is plainly telling us,
without holding back. He is all
we have left. He is our Hope and
our Refuge in the times to come.
We must keep our eyes fixed on
Him and do exactly what He
says: Trust Him and prepare by
rooting out the sin in our lives and
becoming pure and holy in His
Sight so we can stand up to what is
to come. Lord, have Mercy on us!
Garabandal
We continue this special edition
Newsletter on the theme of
Garabandal this month.
So many things happened in
Garabandal that it has proven
difficult to run it into only two
Newsletters!
This Newsletter
This Newsletter continues the
writings from the servants on
the film, 'Garabandal: Only God
Knows.'
We also print the rest of the
Messages that Jesus and Mary
have given through the two
Patricks on Garabandal.
We
have found that rereading these
Messages has ignited fires within
our hearts, a fire of love and a
desire to make Garabandal known.

These Words have the power to
rekindle in us the flame of serving
Jesus and dying to ourselves.. Let
us live these Words!
Interviews
You will have seen last month
the questions and answers
interviews with the Visionaries of
Garabandal. I am sure, like us, you
found these to be very informative,
they give a great insight into the
happenings of Garabandal itself
from those who know best. We
continue these interviews this
month.
Articles
There are several other articles
which depict different aspects of
the happenings in Garabandal.
They cover some topics which
you may or may not have heard of
before.
Live good lives
Whatever we may read about the
tribulations and the chastisements,
it is important to remember that
Garabandal is firstly about the
Messages that Our Lady gave
there. It is important not to try
to work out dates or to worry
about chastisements but rather
we should try to live good lives,
in other words, try to be obedient
to the Instructions Our Lady
gave. That is to love Jesus, make
sacrifices, pray and live good lives.
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The Messages of Love
as given to the two Patricks

with you.
Call upon Me and I will guide you.
I will show you the Truth and you
will be safe in My care.
Now trust in Me.
I Love you.
Thursday 4 July 2019
My children, I am Coming and
you are not prepared. Make haste,
the Master approaches!
When I Come it will be too late, so
while you have still time, prepare
and trust in Me.
The more you trust, the simpler it
will be for you to understand My
Ways.
Self is the barrier you must
overcome.
Self will tell you that you do not
have to prepare, self will tell you
others are not preparing so why
should you.
Self is the part of you that desires
the ways of this world.
Self is the part of you that enjoys
the ways of sin.
Self listens to the inspirations of
lucifer and self will lead you upon
a path to hell.
This is why I say die to self ! This
is what I mean when I say prepare.
Remove the sin from your lives by
going against the desires of self.
Fight the thoughts that lead you
away from Me and understand

Monday 1 July 2019
Trust in Me and believe in My
Power. Do not fear what this world
will think of you for following
Me. Do not worry about anything,
know that I am with you, guiding
you upon a Path of Truth that will
only lead you to the Kingdom of
your Father in Heaven.
Trust in Me for I am the Word of
the Father and We are One.
Believe, My children, and allow
Me to guide you through this time
of great darkness. This time will
soon come to an end and a new
time will begin, a “Time of Love
and Peace” where My people will
know Me once again and all will
recognise the Power of their God.
Trust in Me and believe.
I Love you.
Wednesday 3 July 2019
Believe in Me, My children,
believe in My Love for you and do
not be afraid but know that I am
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Thursday 18 July 2019
Trust in Me, My children, and do
not be afraid to follow Me. Time
grows ever shorter and still this
world cannot see the folly of its
ways. All is plain to be seen for the
one who has the eyes to see.
Now time has been shortened
and the “Days of Thunder” are
upon you. Soon this earth shall
rebel against the weight of sin:
earthquakes, sweeping tides,
hurricanes, volcanoes, tornadoes,
disasters of all sorts will sweep
this earth and science will not be
able to explain what is happening
for mankind has become blind and
no longer sees the Truth that they
are destroying My Creation with
the weight of their sin.
See, My children, I Warn you, this
is why I tell you to make haste
with My Houses for they are the
Refuges of My Truth; they are the
Refuges that I will call My people
to in the time of great turmoil.
Trust in Me and believe, My
children, and do not be afraid for
I will look after you, My Remnant.
You are the ones that kept the faith
in the face of great persecution.
My Church has deserted Me and
no longer walks the Path of Truth.
My faithful priests are persecuted
by those that no longer believe.
Woe to you, mankind, for you have
deserted the Path of Truth and
now walk the path of darkness,
the path of sin, that has released
the beast from the pit.
Pray, My children, pray much for
those who are in darkness that
they come to see the Truth before
it is too late.

what I am telling you.
Believe!
I Love you.
Sunday 7 July 2019
Trust in Me, My children, and
believe in My Power to overcome
the darkness that now sweeps this
world.
Believe, My children, for the days
of darkness are numbered and will
soon come to an end and Peace
will reign once again.
Trust in Me and prepare.
I Love you.
Wednesday 10 July 2019
Trust in Me and believe in what
I am telling you. Prepare, make
haste and know that I am with you.
Believe, children, for you are fast
running out of time.
Trust in Me and prepare My
Houses for they are about to be
seen by this world.
Trust in Me.
I Love you.
Sunday 14 July 2019
Come to Me, My children, and
believe in the Words I speak. So
many of My children have turned
their backs on Me and My Ways
and now walk the path to hell.
Wake up, children, and see the
Truth: you are being deceived and
are in great danger of losing your
eternal lives to empty promises.
Come, listen now, before it is too
late.
Trust in Me.
I Love you.
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Trust in Me
I Love you.

spoken through My Mother and
My Prophets are being fulfilled
before your eyes. My Church has
deserted Me, My people have
turned against Me and so few
listen to My Warnings.
My children, listen, now, for the
Power of your God is about to
be unleashed upon this earth
and mankind will be thrown into
great confusion for they will not
understand what is happening as
I show this world the error of its
ways.
You think you understand My
Creation, I tell you, you know so
little for all your knowledge has
been lost through your lust for
power in greed and science. But, I
will bring back that that has been
lost and My Remnant shall grow
in strength. All that is evil shall be
seen as it is, then fire shall fall from
the skies and consume all that man
has built in his greed and lust for
power. Then, My children, I shall
renew this earth and My Remnant
shall know Joy. They shall live in
Peace and rejoice in the Love of
their God.
Prepare, children! What I speak
of already begins to dawn.
Make haste!
I Love you.

Friday 19 July 2019
Begin to see what I am asking of
you, My children. So much time
has passed and so few have taken
on My Words. Read the signs of
your times and see where you are.
The changes that I have spoken
of are imminent and you have not
prepared; already it is too late for
many.
Prepare, now, My children! Take
on this burden of Truth that I
offer to you and walk forward as
bearers of the Light. Let My Light
shine from you; let My Truth pour
from you so that My children will
not be lost. Become the beacons
that shine forth into the darkness,
to guide My people to safe refuge.
Prepare, prepare, prepare, My
children, for already the earth
begins to tremble. You cannot
understand what is before you
for this earth groans under the
weight of your sin. I set a Path of
Truth before you, it is up to you,
My children, whether you decide
to follow or not but My Laws have
not changed and will not change
even though the deceivers say that
I must change with the times.
Prepare, My children, prepare!
I Love you.

Monday 22 July 2019
Trust and believe in Me, My
children, and I will bring you
through this, your time of trial.
Trust only in My Teachings and
do not listen to the new teachings
for I have not changed and I will
not change.
Sin is still sin and if you do not

Saturday 20 July 2019
Trust in Me and believe in the
Words I speak, children. You are
almost out of time and so few
have taken the time to see what
is happening around them. The
Words of prophecy that I have
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seek forgiveness and are unwilling
to repent of your sin then you will
walk the road to hell. This is the
Truth that this world does not
wish to hear.
Many thousands enter the gates
of hell every day for so few are
willing to listen to the Truth.
Wake up, My children, and see
what I say. I Love you, children,
and I give these Words to guide
you away from the traps of lucifer.
Trust in Me and walk the Path of
Truth that I set before you: trust.
I Love you.

the signs of the times and you will
know the Truth, you will know
that you are fast running out of
time for I will Come and put an
end to the evil of mankind.
Mankind has given himself over
to lucifer and now fulfils his plans
of destruction with your sinful
lives.
Take on My Words of Truth,
children, make haste, time is short!
I Love you.
Sunday 28 July 2019
Look and see the Truth of what
is happening around you, My
children. As you can see, this
world has rejected their God and
now walks a path of sin that all
rejoice in. The countries of this
world celebrate the evil laws that
lucifer has forced in through weak
men and women.
Abortion and the sin of
homosexuality are drawing down
the Justice of your God. These are
two sins that offend the Father of
All greatly for one mocks creation
and one destroys creation. These
two sins are being forced on this
world by lucifer and he rejoices at
your blindness.
Can you not see, My children?
These sins go against everything
that your God is. I give you a time
to prepare, mankind, I give you a
time to listen and be Warned, I
give you a Time of Great Justice.
I will unleash the nightmares you
have created with your sin; they
shall walk this earth and torture
all those who refuse to see. For
a time, everything that you have
created with your evil ways, your

Friday 26 July 2019
Trust in Me and believe, My
children, do not allow self to
control you but allow Me to guide
you along the Path of Truth that
only leads to the Kingdom of Our
Father in Heaven.
Believe in what I am telling you,
My children, for so little time is
left and still there is so much work
to be done. My Houses of Prayer
are not prepared and so few are
willing to take the time and help
for you do not see their great
value, you do not understand what
My Houses are and what they
hold within their walls. So many
will wish to rest within their walls
and drink the well of knowledge
that I will place within them.
Wake up, My children, and see
what I am asking; this is your
giving to Me, prepare, prepare,
prepare! I give these Words to
protect you from the oncoming
storm.
Look around this world, see the
Truth of what is happening, read
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evil deeds, your evil thoughts,
shall be unleashed and mankind
will fear to ever walk the path that
this generation has walked.
Prepare, mankind, for what you
have sown so shall you reap in this
time.
Prepare by repenting.
I Love you.

of telling what would happen. I
have not hidden it from you, My
children, but the abyss is opening
and the demons of the abyss are
now pouring on to this earth;
there is nothing to stop them for
man has chosen, in free will, to
give them their freedom. These
vile demons will be given freedom
to destroy what man has created in
his lust for power and greed.
Gather close, My Remnant, and
prepare for I will keep you safe in
this ‘Time of Great Tribulation.’
I will look after My own.
All those who refuse to listen,
refuse to repent of their evil lives,
will be swept away in the tide of
destruction that is about to befall
this earth. This is why I say,
prepare, My children, prepare!
My Houses of Prayer are My Gift
to you, My children. These are the
lights that will keep you safe in the
‘Time of the Great Tribulation.’
These are the little arks that
will sail through the darkness,
providing safe refuge for the lights
of My True Church and for My
people.
A time of great Joy and Love
awaits you, My children, a time
when My people will want for
nothing for all shall be provided
by My Hand. A time of safety
when no evil shall stalk this earth.
Trust in Me, prepare and I will
guide you through the coming
darkness to a time of Peace and
Love.
Trust Me!
I Love you.

Sunday 28 July 2019
My children, I do not give you
these Words of Justice to frighten
you but I give them to prepare you
for what is to come. Many of My
Remnant will not see or realise
these things are happening for I
will shield My own. As I shielded
My people, Israel, at the Passover,
so shall I shield you in this time.
Trust in Me and prepare, children
of Mine, for much is coming and
if you have not prepared, I will not
be able to help you. It is sin that is
calling down My Justice and My
Justice will be attracted to those in
the darkness of sin.
Prepare!
I Come!
I Love you.
Monday 29 July 2019
Look to the Truth, My children,
and do not be afraid of the events
that will take place upon this
earth because man has refused to
listen to His God. Many Words I
have given to mankind, through
My Mother and through My
Prophets, throughout the lands of
this world but, look, children, so
few have taken the time to listen,
so few prepare, even though I
have been Truthful in My Words
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Tuesday 30 July 2019
Believe in the Words that I speak,
My children, in this ‘Time of
Preparation.’ The time when you
must prepare for what is about to
befall this earth.
As I have said, I will give everyone
a chance; I will show this world
the error of its ways but, so few
are willing to listen, so few have
prepared.
Make haste, My children, and
prepare!
Prepare My Houses, prepare your
hearts for the Coming of My
Spirit.
So few are willing to listen to the
inspirations of My Heart that I
place within each of My children.
All can hear My calls but so few
are willing to listen, rather, they
are only willing to listen to the
calls of self, to the calls of the
pleasures of this world.
So few, My children, so few have
taken the time to fight the desires
of self, to fight the sin within their
lives.
Prepare, My children, prepare!
I Love you.

in you and forgiveness becomes
second nature. It is love, My
Love, that Saves you and My Love,
through you, saves others but you
cannot do this without My Love.
34 ‘Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who
kill the prophets and stone those
sent to you how often I have longed
to gather your children together as
a hen gathers her chicks under her
wings and you were not willing.
35 Look, your house is left to you
desolate. I tell you; you will not see
Me again until you say, “Blessed is
He who comes in the name of the
Lord.”
Luke 13:34-35
This is as it shall be. You will kill
the Prophets again but not with
weapons: you will and are killing
them by ignoring the Words that
I give you through them for you
cannot see the Love in them that
is Mine. These Prophets, these
little ones of Mine, will be given a
great reward and those who listen
to them and do as I say through
them, will receive the same reward.
Their Words are the Fire that I
speak through them to save this
world for what it does to itself, the
sin that tears My Laws apart.
I am giving you Words of Life,
Words of Instruction, through
them (the Prophets) for your
Salvation and to bring you through
the times that are upon you.
Hear the Words that I speak for
much is still to be done:
35 "Be dressed ready for service
and keep your lamps burning,
36 like men waiting for their master
to return from a wedding banquet,
so that when he comes and knocks

Thursday 1 August 2019
My Heart bubbles over with Joy
when you come to Me as a little
child; accepting, obedient, willing
to do My Will. By changing self
into spirit, you render yourself
more capable of doing My Will,
loving your neighbour and being
virtuous. This is, in itself, a
preparation for what is to come.
By changing self into spirit,
you begin to see the Truth as it
penetrates you. Love becomes real
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they can immediately open the
door for him.
37 It will be good for those servants
whose master finds them watching
when he comes. I tell you the truth,
he will dress himself to serve, will
have them recline at the table and
will come and wait on them.
38 It will be good for those servants
whose master finds them ready,
even if he comes in the second or

third watch of the night.
39 But understand this: if the
owner of the house had known at
what hour the thief was coming,
he would not have let his house be
broken into.
40 You also must be ready, because
the Son of Man will come at an
hour when you do not expect him."
Luke 12:35-40

Writing from
the two Patricks
THE HOUSES OF PRAYER
Beginning to see
the refuges for the Remnant where
The more Jesus speaks about the Truth of Jesus will be taught
His Houses of Prayer, the more without compromise. They will
I think we are beginning to see be the refuges for the Remnant
what He is talking about. We all Church and the shelter in the
know it is inevitable now that ‘Time of Great Tribulation’ when
there will be a great chastisement the demons of hell will be allowed
coming to mankind: the earth is to stalk this earth and claim all
growing darker every day and those who have rejected Gods
nearly everyone is turning their Mercy.
backs on Jesus and His Laws.
Little Arks
The way that I see Jesus talking He called them ‘Little Arks’ that
about the Houses of Prayer is that would sail us through these dark
they are very, very important for times. But, as He asked Noah to
the times to come, not only the build the Ark, He is also asking us
Houses of Prayer that He has to help build the little arks. He is
asked for through these Messages asking us to prove to Him that this
but, the Houses of Prayer that is what we want in our free will. If
He has asked for through all His we build them as Noah did, He will
Prophets, Visionaries and Seers.
Bless them and they will become
Refuges for the Remnant
safe refuges for His Remnant.
The Houses of Prayer will become Truth be told, it is getting more
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difficult to finance the Houses, as
more and more people turn away
from Gods Truth and look to the
more liberal teachings where sin is
acceptable in the sight of God.
Getting worse.
We can see that things are getting
worse. Time has been shortened,
the days are flashing by now, at
an unbelievable rate. When I was
young, I thought the days would
never end! I can remember being
at work and thinking will this day
never end!
Scriptures are being fulfilled
The Scriptures are being fulfilled.
Sin is everywhere; the lure of sin
is attracting the people of God
away from His Truth and now
people are more willing to accept
things that we would not have
accepted twenty years ago but
now are freely accepted.
Weight of sin
We can see the seasons are
changing: there are floods, fires, all
sorts of natural disasters. People
blame it on climate change. Jesus
blames it on the weight of sin that
is suffocating this earth.
Need your help
We need your help preparing the
Houses of Prayer. There is still
so much work to be done and so
few are willing to help. It is always
the same ones who answer when
Jesus calls for Help, the burden is
carried by a few.
Coming to pass
Look at how many billions of
people there are in this world and
at how many truly believe in Jesus.
I can see the Words of Jesus being
fulfilled in these Messages. The

things that He spoke about ten to
twenty years ago are now a reality.
The things that are happening
within the Church that Jesus and
His Mother told us of, in these
Messages and other Messages
around the world, are coming
to pass: cardinals are against
cardinals, bishops against bishops,
priests against priests.
Being persecuted
The good priests are being
persecuted, they have no voice
for, if they speak out, they will be
thrown out of the Church. There
is so much compromising of the
Truth and, this, Jesus says, when
Truth is compromised, then it is a
lie.
What is happening
There is such little time left; this
we can see when we look around
at what is happening on this earth:
how many will be left on this earth
when all the Messages of Jesus
and Mary come to fruition?
Prayer and sacrifice
We must pray and pray hard for
our brothers and sisters, that they
will see the Truth before it is too
late. Prayer and sacrifice are what
is needed in these days of great
darkness.
Desperately need your help
We desperately need your help in
the preparation of the Houses,
whether that be prayer, sacrifice,
financial or physical, all are equally
important. We will continue to
pray for you and we ask your
prayers that all the preparations
be completed in time, as Jesus has
asked.
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APPEAL FOR
HOUSE OF
PRAYER IN COSÍO
You will all be aware that we have a House of Prayer in Cosío, Spain.
This House was got some eighteen years ago and at the time of
purchase we were aware that there was a large shed which backed
onto the House. At that time the shed was not available for purchase
and Jesus told us that He wanted it to be got so as to be part of the
House.
It has now just come to our attention that the shed is up for sale
following the death of our friend and neighbour in Cosío, Luisa (RIP).
We would dearly love to acquire this extra piece of property in Jesus’
Name. It would enable us to build on to the Cosío House, providing
extra accommodation and more functional living and kitchen space.
The cost of the shed is £30,000 and the renovations would be
estimated at another £35,000 to £40,000.
We have no other recourse than to reach out to you all, once again, in
telling you of Jesus’ Plans. We cannot thank you all enough for your
great generosity in helping us to keep Jesus’ Dreams for His Houses
of Prayer alive and, without your openness to the Messages of Love
and Jesus, none of this Work could be done.
We humbly ask for your prayers or any financial help you can give to
move forward with acquiring this extra piece of property for Jesus
and we place all our trust in Him.
Yours in the Love of Jesus and Mary,
The two Patricks
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"Garabandal - Only God Knows"
REVIEWS BY SERVANTS ON THE GARABANDAL FILM

our lady's WarninG and instruCtions
Straight away
When I heard the Garabandal film
would be in the cinema, I booked
my husband and I straight away.
We always loved going to the
cinema but in recent years have
gone less and less, mainly because
there was nothing of interest on.
We have found that films have
become so politicised and written
by people who are so heavily
promoting their liberal, sinful
ideas.
We would be watching films
and become so disheartened
to see atheism glorified and
homosexuality
and
abortion
justified and celebrated.

So many other people there
We really enjoyed the film and
were heartened to see so many
other people there. It was great
to have a reminder of the miracles
that happened at Garabandal and
I particularly loved seeing the
photos of the girls during the
Apparitions.
Lovely memories
Watching the film brought
back lovely memories of being
in Garabandal before we were
married and it reinvigorated in
us a desire to remind ourselves
of Our Lady’s Warnings and
Instructions.
Thank You, Jesus, for a lovely
evening!

a Great lonGinG desire to return to Garabandal
A big crowd of us
We went to see the film about
Garabandal, there was a big crowd
of us and it was nice to have an
outing together outside the House
of Prayer, as it doesn't happen
often.
Arriving at the cinema, we were
all excited and there were other
Catholics from the local area
arriving too. It was funny because
it's not all the time you see such a

crowd, or gathering of people at
the cinema at once.
I loved it!
There was a lovely feeling of
anticipation as we sat waiting
for the movie to start. I loved it!
The scenery was beautiful and the
screen shots were very good, it was
so professionally made. It really
brought the story of Garabandal
to life and gave me the longing to
return again sometime.
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Garabandal and the Apparitions
I had read about the events of
Garabandal and the Apparitions
but this brought them to life in a
different way. I will mention a few
scenes that really stood out to me;
I loved it when the Jesuit Priest
got healed of his injured leg after
one of the girls prophesying it.
I was very moved by the part when
people brought items to the girls
for Mary to bless and someone
brought a wee case, that used to
contain the Blessed Sacrament. It
was beautifully depicted.
Really touched me
I also felt very touched when the
local guard gave his and his wife's

wedding rings to get blessed as
they were going through a rough
time, although he wasn't sure
about the Apparitions, this was a
beautiful example of faith! This
really touched me.
The expressions on the girls' faces
as they had the Apparitions were
beautiful. I think it was a very
truthful depiction of what had
happened.
I thoroughly enjoyed the film and
it gave me a great longing and
desire to return to Garabandal
again soon!
Thank You, Jesus, and thank You,
Mother Mary!

Garabandal Pilgrimage and Film
The Garabandal Pilgrimage
On
returning
from
the
Garabandal Pilgrimage, my faith
is strengthened and my love of
prayer is deepened.
I thank Jesus and Mary for a
‘Blessed Pilgrimage’ to the Shrines
in France and Garabandal (Spain)
and the Houses of Prayer - Soledad
(Spain) and Saint Maximillian
(France).
Over fourteen days, it was an
amazing experience with our
group of fifteen pilgrims from

Ireland and England, travelling in
two minibuses.
Long journeys
Everyone got on so well in
fellowship, it had to be the Love of
God among us. While travelling
we viewed some different and
beautiful countryside. We had
times of praying together, spiritual
reading and silent prayer. Long
journeys some of the days made
me grateful to Jesus’ Teaching that
“…to make a good pilgrimage, one
must stay with Me within their
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heart…” I could practice this in
silence – seeking and being with
Jesus in silent prayer.
Alive with pilgrims
Each Shrine we visited seemed
to be more alive with pilgrims
this year. Different groups were
in Garabandal from all over
the world. We attended Mass
each morning and bathed in
the Blessings of Peace and the
Presence of God at the Pines in
silent prayer.
True and good account
The film 'Garabandal - Only God
Knows' is, I believe a very true
and good account of the events
of Garabandal. I had read "She
Went in Haste to the Mountain"
by Father Eusebio Garcia de

Pesquera, O.F.M. who witnessed
many of the events of Garabandal
over a long time.
The film seemed to me to be based
on many of the facts I had read
from an authentic witness.
What moved (hurt) me most was
how the Church investigators tried
to put down and stop the claims of
the four children.
The actors that stood out for me
was Father Valentín, the parish
priest and the brigadier, Juan
Álvarez Seco, who portrayed
their protection and belief of
the children. Yet these men were
largely ignored by the Church
authorities even though they were
first hand witnesses.

A purpose for every soul
Couldn't commit
I had so much excitement going to
see the Garabandal movie with all
of the servants from the House of
Prayer and the experience did not
disappoint. I personally struggle
with getting time to pray and have
known in my heart for some time
that early rising is the only way
but I couldn't commit.
Early rising
There is a scene in the movie
where it shows the girls rising to
pray the Rosary at 5am as Our
Lady asked them to and, although
this scene was only a few seconds
long, it pierced my heart and I
knew I could no longer put a little
bit more sleep in front of my time
with God. I have been trying to
continue this effort of early rising
since, and I have no doubt that I

would still be in my bed if I had
not seen this movie.
Only God knows
Although this isn't the only thing
that triggered emotions for me
throughout the film I have no
doubt the film has a purpose for
every soul and I would highly
recommend it. Only God knows
the Message He wishes each one
of us to receive through watching
this movie!
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JESUS Speaks
on Garabandal
reality of life upon this earth.
Life is but a short journey where
man is given the choice of where
he wants to be. He makes the
choice by his deeds and his actions.
He chooses whether he shall live
with Me in My Father’s Kingdom,
or, he may choose to live with
lucifer, in his kingdom, a place of
eternal darkness and flame. Sin is
the rebellion against My Will, sin
is a rebellion against My Love. If
one chooses a life of sin, I cannot
turn him away from it by force.
Each person must be sure, to make
the choice of life or death.

Jesus and Mary have spoken a lot
on Garabandal in the Messages of
Love to the two Patricks. Here are
some selected Messages continued
from last month.
Friday 20 September 2002
...When I send the Great Sign,
very few will recognise it as Truth.
They will listen to the scientists
of this world as they explain it
away.
Patrick:
When You say the ‘Great Sign,’
are You speaking of what Your
Mother told about in Garabandal,
the ‘enlightenment of the soul?’
Jesus:
Yes, My son, when My Holy Spirit
will open the hearts of the blind
and reveal to them how they stand
in My sight. Each person will
see the Truth of their own lives.
They will see the state of their
own souls. They will see what
their sin does to Me. This will be
My Gift to this earth in order to
turn it away from the devastation
it is about to bring upon itself.
Alas, I can do no more, I cannot
force My children. I can but show
them what they are doing. My
Love is given to My people so that
they can understand the Truth of
My Ways, so that they can see the

Thursday 12 December 2002
...I tell the world too, to look to
Garabandal, which lies unfulfilled
by My Church for they would not
dare for it does not suit their plans.
Garabandal is ready to be fulfilled
in spite of its not being approved
and many will wring their hands
in regret...
Monday 27 January 2003
...Very few of you have taken the
time to look around you and see
what is happening. There is not
much time left in this world, all
time shall end and all time begin.
In a short period of your time,
My Mother’s Words of Fatima,
La Salette, Meðugorje, and
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Garabandal shall be fulfilled before
the sun sets upon My Throne...

shouted from the roof tops and
made much of in the streets. Soon
the secrets of Garabandal shall be
released...
Monday 28 November 2005
My children, the storm is
coming, do you not feel the first
raindrops that would announce its
imminence? Look, foolish virgins,
the Bridegroom is arriving! Have
you enough oil for your lamps?
What keeps you from seeing the
Truth that I give you in Words
that speak of My Love and My
Warnings? Are you blind? Do
you doubt My Words?
If you look to the hills of
Garabandal you will see the Truth.
Many ignore it now; many ignore
its Truth. Soon, Garabandal will
speak its own Truth, the Truth
that the world has not believed.
Look and look quickly and you
will see the Words become reality.
Oh, My children, I have Warned
and Warned you and you have not
listened; how can I make you listen
now?
Take on the Truth of Garabandal
and you will see what is staring
you in the face. I Love you.

Tuesday 17 June 2003
...My Mother will greet you in
Garabandal, if you look for Her...
Friday 2 July 2004
...I have asked the world to
reacquaint itself
with the
Messages of Garabandal, La
Salette and I include Mount
Melleray (Ireland) so that it could
see the Truth of these Words and
how they are being fulfilled before
its eyes. Doubt not these Words,
children, for you risk your soul if
you do...
Monday 6 December 2004
...Look to Garabandal and the
Truth that I have spoken in those
Messages...
...Garabandal is being fulfilled
before the world’s eyes. Its Words
lie like the babies in the streets,
like the children sobbing in bins
before they die. Those in finery do
not wish to see it because the evil
one has stolen their time from Me.
He has also been given the power
by men to turn a lie into the truth
and many worship the lie. These
Words are a Warning; a Warning
that will become clear in the days
ahead...

Saturday 3 December 2005
All should look to Garabandal for
the future of mankind. What has
been taught there by My Mother
is My Teaching and all should see
Garabandal for what it is.
Go to the Pines where My Mother
came and bathe in the Heavenly
sunshine that bathes it, night and
day. Its very stones are swathed
in Blessings from Heaven. Do not
be surprised by the events that you

Sunday 12 June 2005
...This world lives in untruth but
soon and very soon the Truth of
Garabandal will hit this world
and soon the Truth will be seen
by all. The things that could not
be understood in the past will be
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Wednesday 7 December 2005
Vision during Prayer in Soledad
House of Prayer
I went to prayer around four
o’clock.
I saw the upper part of a church
building. It was a Gothic type
church. I could see the niches in
the walls for statues, there were
no statues present. I could also
see the gargoyles and faces of this
type of church. It was daylight.
This seemed to disappear and in
front of me I saw, in semi-darkness,
a huge beam. I understood that it
was the Cross of Jesus. I saw the
vertical edge of the beam hit the
ground and bounce as though the
weight of the Cross was great. I
looked up to see the crossbeam of
the Cross but my gaze continued
up and up and up. I did not see
the crossbeam; the Cross was huge
and seemed a long way up. I could
feel its hugeness and I understood
that this was the size of a Cross
that Jesus would need to Die on
for the sins of the world.
This vision faded and I saw the
Feet of Jesus on the Cross. It
was as though He was just nailed
there. I could only see His Feet.
My spirit was moved by the sight
of His Bleeding Feet and I rushed
forward in my spirit to kiss His
Feet. I found that I could not
get near Him. I felt upset that I
could not comfort my Lord. The
thought occurred to me that I was
unworthy to kiss His Feet so I
recited the Act of Contrition. At
this the vision faded. This was
also in semi-darkness.
Then I saw, in daylight again, that

hear of soon for these can be traced
to the Message of Garabandal.
(Let the reader understand the
magnitude of these Words that I
speak.)
Bear not the sins on your souls
any more but come and be bathed
in My Blood and be free of the
shackles of the evil one. It is
imperative that My House is
manned and equipped with all its
needs. If this is done, I will send a
holy priest here1 before the time is
here and he will place Me in it and
he will free many from their sins
through Confessions. This is why
I ask in urgency for My Houses to
be ready to be lived in.
My Maximillian is a great light, a
sign, in France and it too should
be manned and ready.2
Garabandal, My Garabandal, your
light will shine soon for I will
make it shine for you. Your sullied
dress, I will make clean again.
So few follow Me through My
sons now for they have spoken
the Truth as I have taught them.
Those of you who do, I say to
you that suffering, as sacrifice, is
being done for you. Pray for this
suffering.
Come to My Houses. Organise
pilgrimages to Garabandal in the
winter as well as the summer for
soon a Light shall shine from it.
1
Soledad.
2
The House of Prayer in L’Absie.
If you would be interested in
manning one of Jesus’ Houses
for a month with a servant, please
contact us here at the Sacred Heart
House of Prayer.
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I was ascending the spiral stone
steps of a church, the type that
takes one to the bell tower. The
steps were not the usual thickness
of about five to six inches but were
only about two inches thick. As
I was looking down to climb the
stairs, I saw in front of me what
looked like the moss that grows on
a wall. When this type of moss is
wet it turns green but when there
is no moisture it looks brown and
dead. What I saw was brown and
dead. A voice that seemed to come
from behind me said that this was
sin. My first thought was that it
did not look too bad. I was told
that this was only a very small sin.
I thought of a white lie.
As I looked, it began to grow
and multiply and liquefy and the
growth was enormous. The sight
of it began to frighten me. I heard
a voice saying, “sin begets sin.”
And I realised that this small,
small sin was mine and I was
being shown only a small part. I
was very frightened when I came
out of the vision.
I feel that this vision is very
important in the light of the
Messages Jesus has given recently
about Garabandal.

field where your self dies and your
soul lives because of it. None of
you here realize the significance
of your time here, you will have
cause to remember it; you will
have cause to remember the things
you have been taught. I ask of you
to remember it and live it.
I am calling all of My Houses to
prepare. I have called you many
times to do this. I ask of you not
to be put off by the things that
people say about the truth of these
days. Many people have fallen
under the spell of others who lie
and dream up many things that
people will believe; as you have
found out in your days here.
The world is still more important
than Me and the Words that I
speak, even among you who are
here in this killing ground. I tell
you that most of the work here
will be done by My two because
many would come here and do the
Work in their own way. And I say
to you who would work here: come
to Me and do the Work the Way
that I have asked it to be done.
Listen, My servant, the bells ring
now in joy but soon they will ring
in sorrow and they will be the
bells tolling for the dead; they will
ring all over the world.
I have placed the urgency of all
things within your hearts, My
sons, and you must show the world
again that My Words are Truth
before it is too late.
Many should come to Garabandal
in winter and summer; Garabandal
should never close and neither
should My Soledad. I tell you
these things because it is the time.

Saturday 10 December 2005
Patrick:
Are You calling me, Jesus?
Jesus:
Yes, My servant, I Love you.
There are many things that I wish
to tell you but I cannot because it
is not the time. This House1 that
you are in is a teaching ground but
it is also a killing field – a killing
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Open your hearts to Me and what
I say. I could tell you much more
but your faith is feeble and I must
be able to trust you in small things.
1
Soledad.

therefore, and tell them that I am
Alive and that I Come soon. The
One whom they have pierced is
Alive again; the One whom they
have thrown out of their churches
is returned triumphant and will
Come soon. Look to Garabandal;
I go before you to await you. I
Love you all. My children, it is
late in the day and you may not
have tomorrow.

Sunday 15 January 2006
For the Day of Love
Today, My children, I call you to
celebrate My Love and I call you
to cause a Revolution of Love in
this world. As the world spreads
its lies about Me, I would ask you,
My faithful followers, to bring
love into this world.
But, I Warn you. It will cost you
highly.
In this world of today, I am
nothing in most people’s lives. I
ask you to give Me your life so that
I may live; so that I may be fully
Alive. I ask you to give more to
Me for all that is left is a Remnant
to fight the Battle that comes. You
know what the Battle is. If you do
not know then look to Garabandal
for many Words fulfil themselves
in its Truth. I do not wish you
to simply wait for My Return
but I ask that when I Come that
you would be doing My Work.
Garabandal is close now, My
children, that is why I ask you to
remain loyal to Me in these times.
I tell you, be careful, for even you
who are here may not even stay
with Me. I ask too, that My Day
of Love become two Days of
celebration, that way many more
will be here to hear My Words.
You, My children, are witnesses
to the Truth; you are witnesses
whom I send out with My Truth
to revolutionise this world. Go,

Tuesday 4 July 2006
From Mary
It is I, your Mother, who speaks.
Woe to you to whom Words have
been given and you do not give
them. Woe to you, when you sit in
your comfort and do not go where
the darkness is; where Jesus needs
you. Much is to be prepared and
few to do it.
I call all My true Visionaries,
Prophets and Seers to My
Garabandal as a place of rest and
retreat for you. There, I can speak
many Words of Truth to you. It
is all there is left for you in this
world as a place of refuge for the
world is against you.
Any Prophet, Seer or Visionary
wishing to do this, please contact
the Patricks at the Sacred Heart
House of Prayer.
Sunday 17 June 2007
Feast of the Lady of the Sacred
Heart
...My House in Garabandal is a
renewal of My Mother’s coming
there, Her, who came to bring the
Message of Truth. Garabandal
has been neglected by My Church
but Garabandal is about to rise to
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show the world the Truth...

seen. It will become known as the
‘Time of Miracles.’
Those who would have come to Me
but first spent time in Purgatory,
they will mourn for their sins and
will run seeking Me, they shall
need much help and consolation,
they will need My Grace and will
look for those who follow Me in
Truth. This is when My Houses
will come to the fore and why I
urge you to procure many Houses
all over this world. They will
become beacons of light to many.
Those that have refused to believe
in Me and have lived evil lives will
become enraged with Me and will
refuse to believe and will seek the
destruction of all that is of Me.
In their pride and arrogance they
will bring this world to its knees.
They shall bring the world to the
point of destruction. Countries
will try to annihilate one another,
the evil doers will control the
power of war and will bring it
to bear on one another. They
shall refuse to believe in Me and
so look to blame one another and
so bring their own downfall upon
themselves.
Then I shall release the Armies
of Heaven and they shall descend
upon this earth and remove all evil,
and then a ‘Time of Peace’ shall be
seen and known. My Love shall
flourish and mankind will prosper
in My Love...

Monday 3 December 2007
Jesus:
...I have many Words to speak to
this world. If they do not listen
many, many shall be lost to Me
and My Words must be prepared
for the ‘Time of Truth’ when all
will be given a chance to know and
see the Truth. This will be man’s
final chance to turn back to Me,
all must be prepared for this time.
This is the time when My Houses
will begin to shine and you will
begin to understand the meaning
of My teachings in full.
Patrick:
Jesus, are You talking about the
Spirit of Truth? When all in the
world will see their sins, actions
and deeds as You see them, that,
that Your Mother Warned us
about at Garabandal?
Jesus:
Yes, My son, and there is little
time left to prepare before the
Coming of My Spirit. You must
realise that this event will throw
this world into great turmoil and
all shall become confused. The
understanding of man will have
been dashed, all that he has believed
in will fall apart. My children
must be ready to run to their aid.
This will be a time of great joy,
mourning and anger. Those that
will be in a state of Grace, their
joy will be great and their faith
will be fulfilled for they shall know
Me and only seek to do My Will
and shall become My Remnant
Army. They shall go forth into
this world and My Power shall be

Wednesday 16 January 2008
...As I have said, My son, look
around and see the Truth. This
world has forgotten Me, no longer
does it wish to know its God.
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Rather it only wishes to see self
and what self desires. I preach a
Message of Love and repentance
to this world but very few are
willing to take on this Message
for all are too concerned about
self. Man cannot see that his life
is so short upon this earth and he
does not prepare for the next life
that lasts for all eternity. It is so
important that you see this that I
am saying; see the Truth in My
Words and prepare for eternity
so that you will gain your place in
My Kingdom.
I am a God of Love, Truth and
Mercy but I am also a God of
Justice for without Justice there
can be no Mercy. The blood of the
innocent cries out to Me each day
for Justice and soon I shall bring
My Justice to bear on mankind
and he shall know the wrath of
his God but first I shall give all
mankind one final chance and
this is what My Mother promised
at Garabandal. If man does not
listen and take on this warning
then the great chastisement will
descend...

Both I and My Mother have
Warned you through many
Prophets, Visionaries and Seers
but still you refuse to listen and
walk the path of sin.
I am Coming, as is My Justice.
Prepare, children!
The days
remaining are few that are left to
you for you to return.
What Words can I use that you
will listen to?
You have hardened your hearts
and now have chosen to follow
the path of sin. Look at My
Mother's Words of Fatima,
GARABANDAL and Akita and
you will know the Truth of what
you are facing for your blatant
abuse of My Laws and My Words.
You have twisted My Laws and
My Scriptures to accept this sin
that you are promoting in My
Name.
You have abandoned your God
and apostatise in My Name and
you expect Me to do nothing. You
are a blind and foolish generation.
I come to cleanse your stain from
My Creation.
Be Warned! Repent and pray
that your time of tribulation be
shortened.
I Come, children.
Prepare!
I Love you.

Wednesday 2 May 2012
...Children, see the truth of the
times that you live in. Look at My
Mother's Message of Garabandal.
You stand at the brink and do not
realise what is about to happen...

Thursday 23 May 2019
...Now I speak in the hope that
even a few more will prepare for
the Coming of My Spirit.1 He is
Holy and will give much strength
to all who have prepared and they
will have the faith to overcome the
darkness of this world.

Monday 13 May 2019
I have given so much to this world.
I have sent many Saints to Warn
you.
I have Warned you through My
Scriptures.
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Instead of questioning My
Words, I say: listen to what I say
and prepare! Die to self; fight the
desires of self so that you can
overcome the sin in your lives

and you will be preparing for the
Coming of My Spirit...
1
The Spirit of Truth as prophesied
at Garabandal.

"I felt that the
events were

Authentic"
First heard
In her letter to Bishop of
Santander, Juan Antonio del Val
Gallo dated November 10, 1987,
Mother Teresa wrote: “It was in
1970, eighteen years ago, that I
first heard about the apparitions
of San Sebastian de Garabandal
in Spain. Sometimes it seems
like a long time ago; at others as
if it were yesterday. From the
beginning I felt those events were
authentic.”
Mother Teresa met Conchita
Mother Teresa met Conchita in
the 1970’s and they were friends
from then on. When Mother used
to come to New York she would
call Conchita on the phone. At
one time, both Conchita and her
husband, Patrick, volunteered
at a soup kitchen run by the
Missionaries of Charity in New
York.
Pray for the success
In 1980, during the making of
the BBC documentary film on
Garabandal,
Mother
Teresa
became indirectly involved. After
looking at a prospective site for

the interview part of the film,
director Bill Nicholson, Conchita
and friends stopped off at the
Missionaries of Charity convent
in the Bronx section of New York
City. It was the idea of Gladys
Dominguez (RIP 2005) who was
in the party, to go and ask the
Sisters to pray for the success
of the film. Little did anyone
know but Mother Teresa was
there. When Conchita entered
the vestibule of the convent she
was greeted warmly by the Sisters
who all knew her, and word was
passed inside to Mother Teresa
who then came out to personally
greet the seer.
Be humble, be obedient
When the saint asked the occasion
of Conchita’s visit and was told
about the film, she immediately
asked if the Bishop of Santander
had given his permission. Conchita
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had called Bishop del Val about the
film and he had said to the effect:
“Be humble, be obedient and don’t
talk too much about the (former)
bishops.” Conchita understood
this to be his consent, however,
when she tried to convey that to
Mother Teresa, the latter wasn’t
satisfied and said, “You must ask
the Bishop again.” When Conchita
asked what she should say, Mother
wrote on the back of a blank
envelope: “You ask him if you can
do this for the honor and glory of
God and not for any other reason.”
He enthusiastically responded
As soon as Conchita got back home
she called the Bishop, but he was
away on vacation, and it wasn’t
until the following afternoon that
she was able to get through to him.
When she read for the Bishop, who
had great admiration for Mother
Teresa, the words written by the
future Blessed, he enthusiastically
responded: “Of course you can do
it for that reason” and asked that
the envelope with the message be
sent to him as a souvenir. Conchita
graciously complied.
Praying for the film
Before leaving New York, Mother

called Conchita and told her that
she had been praying for the film
which by the way, was a huge
success when televised throughout
the UK.
(All the information for this
account is provided by an
eyewitness.)
Garabandal is true!
In January 1992, Mother invited
Jacinta to come to see her. She
was then recovering from a
serious illness in her novitiate at
Tijuana, Mexico, only a few hours
away from the visionary’s home
in Oxnard, California. Jacinta
made the trip on January 19, 1992.
Mother Teresa presented her to
her community: “Here is Jacinta of
Garabandal. Garabandal is true!”
Her last meeting with Conchita
occurred in New York just a few
weeks before her death.
She was beatified by Pope John
Paul II on October 19, 2003, and
canonised by Pope Francis on
September 4, 2016.
This article was taken from
'Garabandal'
published
by
Garabandal Journal, St Cloud,
U.S.A.
(Translation)
In front of this house,
the visible communion
given by the Angel to
Conchita Gonzalez took
place on 18 July 1962
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THE
WARNING
The following article is a
continuation from last month,
it was compiled by: https://
p r o p h e c y i n t h e m a k i n g. bl o g s p o t .
com/2014/06/ the-war ning-iscloseas-per-garabandal.html

closer to Him and to increase
our faith. Therefore, one should
prepare for that day, but not
awaiting it with fear because God
doesn't send things for the sake
of fear but rather with justice and
love and He does it for the good
of all His children that they might
enjoy eternal happiness and not be
lost.
August, 1979
Q. Do you recall anything about a
great tribulation, communism...?
A. Yes, it was an invasion, well,
something that was a great evil in
which communism played a great
part, but I no longer remember
which countries or what region
was stricken. The Blessed Virgin
insisted in telling us to pray (that it
be averted). These difficult events
will take place before the Warning
because the Warning itself will
take place when the situation will
be at its worst.
April 16, 1983
Q. In the 1979 interview (above),
you said in describing the
communist tribulation that "it
was like an invasion. " Did you see
scenes of this invasion?
A. Sometimes I confuse an invasion
with a persecution.
Q. You have also said that when
things were at their very worst

JACINTA
August 17, 1975
Q. Did Our Lady ever speak to you
about the Warning?
A. Yes, she spoke to me about it
but she never told me the year...
February, 1977
Q. Can you tell us what the
Warning will be like?
A. The Warning is something that
is first seen in the air everywhere
in the world and immediately
is transmitted into the interior
of our souls. It will last for a
very little time, but it will seem
a very long time because of its
effect within us. It will be for the
good of our souls, in order to
see in ourselves our conscience,
the good(1) and the bad that we've
done. Then we'll feel a great love
toward our heavenly parents and
ask forgiveness for all our offences.
Q. Will the Warning be felt by all
people regardless of their beliefs?
A. The Warning is for everybody
because God wants our salvation.
The Warning is for us to draw
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Warning.
Q. Will you and your family go to
Garabandal for the Miracle?
A. If it is God's will.

then the Warning will happen.
How do you know this? Did the
Virgin tell you or did you see it in
a vision?
A. The Virgin said that the
Warning would come when
conditions were at their worst. It
wouldn't be just the persecution
either because many people will no
longer be practising their religion.
Q. When the Warning comes it
will be seen and felt by everyone
on earth. Does this include little
children who have not yet reached
the age of reason?
A. Yes. That's why we felt sorry
for them because it was such a
terrifying experience.
Q. Can you tell us anything about
what the world will be like when
the Warning comes?
A.Bad.

CONCHITA
1973
Q. What is going to happen on
that day (of the Miracle)?
A.I will tell you all that I can just
as the Virgin told it to me. She
told me that God was going to
perform a great Miracle and that
there would be no doubt about the
fact that it was a miracle. It will
come directly from God with no
human intervention. A day will
come — and she told me the day,
the month and the year so I know
the exact date.
Q. When is that day?
A.It is coming soon but I can't
reveal it until eight days before
the date.
Q. What exactly is going to happen
on that day?
A. I am not permitted to say exactly
what is going to happen. What I
can reveal is that the Virgin said
that everyone who would be there
(in Garabandal) on that day would
see it. The sick who are there will
be cured no matter what their
disease or religion. However, they
have to be there.
Q. On the day of the Miracle, did
you say that those present would
be converted?
A. The Virgin said that everyone
present would believe. They
would see that this was coming
directly from God. All sinners
present would be converted. She
also said that you would be able to

THE MIRACLE
JACINTA
February, 1977
(Jacinta was never told about the
Miracle by the Blessed Virgin. She
said that whenever she questioned
Our Lady about the Miracle, the
Virgin simply replied, "Everyone
will believe.")
LOLI
February, 1977
Q. Were you told about the
Miracle in an apparition and, if so,
by whom?
A. The most Holy Virgin told me.
Q. What do you know about the
Miracle?
A.All I know is that it will take
place within a year after the
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take pictures and televise it. Also,
from that moment on, there would
be a permanent sign at the Pines
that everyone would be able to
see and touch but not feel. I can't
explain it.
Q. On the day of the Miracle there
will be an extraordinary sign not
made by human hands?
A.Yes. And this sign will remain
until the end of time.
Q. Did you say that this sign could
be televised and photographed but
not felt by touching?
A. It will be like smoke. You can
touch it but not feel it.
Q. With respect to the sick
people... the Virgin mentioned
one particular person, a blind man
called Joe Lomangino. What did
she say about him?
A. She said that on the day of
the great Miracle he will recover
his sight. She also talked about a
paralytic boy whose parents come
from my town (Garabandal). This
boy will also be cured. These are
the only two people she mentioned.
Q. Can you tell us something about
Fr. Luis Andreu?
A. Yes. This priest came frequently
to the village to see if the
apparitions were real or not. After
a while he believed in them. Once,
while we were in ecstasy at the
Pines, he began to shout, "Miracle,
Miracle, Miracle." When this
happened the Virgin said, "At this
moment the priest is seeing me
and the Miracle that will occur."
Q. Fr. Luis was actually seeing the
Miracle?
A. Yes. That same day on his trip
back home he said to his friends,

"This is the happiest day of my
life. What a great mother we have
in heaven. The apparitions are
true." As he said these words he
died.
Q. Didn't the Virgin say that
something would occur on the day
after the Miracle concerning Fr.
Andreu?
A. Yes, she said that on the day
after the Miracle his body would
be found incorrupt.
February 7, 1974
Q. Will you take the baby(2) to the
Miracle?
A. I don't even know if I'm going.
(Asked to expand on her answer,
Conchita said): Surely I want to go,
but I don't know if circumstances
will permit. It is not necessary (for
the occurrence of the Miracle)
that I be there.
Q. You have said that the Miracle
of Garabandal will coincide with
a great event within the Church.
Did Our Lady tell you what that
event will be, and can you add
anything to what you have already
said about this matter?
A. Yes, I know what the event is. It
is a singular event in the Church
that happens very rarely, and has
never happened in my lifetime.
It is not new or stupendous, only
rare, like a definition of a dogma
— something like that in that it
will affect the entire Church. It
will happen on the same day as the
Miracle, but not as a consequence
of the Miracle, only coincidentally.
Q. How will you announce the
Miracle?
A. I don't know exactly. Most
definitely at midnight (eight days
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before the Miracle) I will call Joey
(Lomangino), radio, television,
and anyone else in the world that
I feel can help to spread the word
rapidly. I am not worried. I know
that if the Blessed Mother wants
you there, you will be there.
Q. Joey has said that he will go
to Garabandal immediately after
the Warning. Do you know how
much time will pass between the
Warning and the Miracle?
A. For Joey to go to Garabandal
is a good idea, but I don't know
how long will pass between the
Warning and the Miracle.
Q. Do you think of the day of the
Miracle often, and are you anxious
for the Warning and the Miracle
to come?
A. Sometimes I think of it as so
imminent, sometimes far away. It
seems so near when I think that
people are not answering the
Message, because after the Miracle
there may come the punishment.
I am anxious, yes. I wait. The
Blessed Mother never lies. For
the words of the Blessed Mother
to be complete, there must be the
Warning and the Miracle. It is all
one message.
Q. During the two occasions that
Our Lady spoke to you about Joey,
did she say anything in addition
about his eyes?
A. Concerning Joey, the only
thing I remember now is that the
Blessed Virgin said to me that at
the moment of the Miracle Joey
will have new eyes, and he will see
permanently after that.
February, 1977
Q. Did you 'see' the Miracle or

were you told about it?
A.The Virgin told me of it and
made me understand exactly what
it will be.
Q. Were you alone or with the
other girls when Our Lady told
you about the Miracle?
A.I don't remember.(3)
Q. What will the Miracle be like?
A.Even if I would try to explain
it, I wouldn't be able to do it well.
It is better that you wait and see it.
Q. Would you please restate the
information concerning the span
of months during which we may
expect the Miracle?
A. March to May.
Q. It is said by some people that
the way you will announce the
Miracle will be a 'miracle' in itself.
Can you explain this?
A. I believe that the way in which
it will be said will be another
miracle because it is a very great
responsibility for me and I will
need a miracle to say it.
Q. If I am situated far from the
village in the mountains, but I am
able to see the Pines, will I see the
Miracle clearly? If I am sick will I
be cured at that distance?
A. You will be able to witness the
Miracle clearly, and if God wills it
you will be cured.
Q. Some people have said that in
other places in the United States
and Europe people could visit
Marian shrines and be cured on
that day. What do you know about
this?
A. The Virgin didn't tell us
anything about this.
Q. Will those who are firm
believers in the coming Miracle
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miracles.' •

but unable to attend because of
their state in life, for example,
cloistered priests and religious,
receive any special graces on that
day?
A. I don't know personally. It
depends on those people; of their
wishes, or their faith, or their
sacrifice or their obedience.
Q. Did Our Lady ever say anything
about the vast sea of people who
plan on being in Garabandal
several days before-hand? Many
are concerned as to how they
will manage for their food and
toilet facilities. Do you have any
comment?
A. Leave that in God's hands.
Do what you can and for the
rest remember, 'God performs

RESPECT

(Endnotes)
1
Conchita says we will only see
the bad.
2
Conchita was expecting her
first child when this interview
was conducted and gave birth to
little Conchita (Conchitina) the
following April.
3
Editor's Note: According to the
notes of Fr. Valentin Marichalar,
pastor of Garabandal during
the time of the events, Conchita
was alone when she received this
communication.
h t t p s : / / p ro p h e c y i n t h e m a k i n g.
bl og s p o t . c o m / 2 0 1 4 / 0 6 / t h e warning-is-closeas-per-garabandal.
html

AND

OBEDIENCE
Centred around
From the Garabandal events, we
learn, among other things: respect
for the Holy Eucharist, respect
for Holy Orders and obedience to
both the Church authorities and
parents.
Respect for the Holy Eucharist
Respect for the Eucharist was
centred around the 'little miracle,'
as Conchita referred to it. Conchita
announced that the 'milagrucu'
would happen on the 18 July 1962
and she was to announce it fifteen
days in advance. July 18th was

the Feast day of the village and
several Masses were celebrated in
the church during the morning.
At one of these Masses, Conchita
received Holy Communion, which
had an affect on the timing of the
milagrucu' which actually took
place in the early hours of the
next morning. The reason for this
was that the church had a rule at
that time that the faithful could
receive Communion once per day.
As Conchita had already received,
Saint Michael waited till the next
day to be in conformity with that
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rule.

priest cried out “Miracle, Miracle,
Miracle, Miracle!” The Virgin had
granted him the Grace of seeing
the great Miracle that would take
place at the pines of Garabandal.
The happiest day of my life
On the way home with friends,
Father Andreu was heard to say
“what a Gift the Virgin has given
me. How lucky we are to have a
Mother like that in Heaven. This
is the happiest day of my life.”
After saying this he made a slight
coughing sound and his head fell
to his chest. Father Luis Andreu
was dead.
The girls were told by the Virgin
that Father Andreu had seen Her
and the great future Miracle and
said that he had died of joy. Father
Luis Andreu was to speak to them
from the other side on various
occasions during their ecstasies.
Obedience to church
authorities
Obedience
to
the
Church
authorities was shown when
the local bishop of Santander
ordered that nothing to do with
the Apparitions could take place
within the church any longer.
Before this order was given, many
of the phenomena used to take
place within the chapel. However,
when the order was received and
pronounced in the village, from
that day forward the Virgin would
bring the girls in their ecstasies
only as far as the chapel doors.
Thus, being in total obedience
to what had been ordered by the
bishop.
Respect for parents
The last thing that needs to be

Greatly emphasised
The Holy Eucharist was greatly
emphasised during the Garabandal
events. From the earliest point of
the Apparitions, Saint Michael,
the defender of the Most Holy
Eucharist, gave Communion to
the four Visionaries on occasions.
In the beginning, the hosts were
unconsecrated so the girls could
be taught reverence in both
preparation and thanksgiving
after receiving Jesus.
Respect for priests
Respect for the priests (Holy
Orders) was shown in two ways.
During the visions, the Blessed
Virgin said to the girls that if a
priest and an Angel were to come
to them at the same time that
they were to greet the priest first.
She gave the Visionaries private
Messages for them which the girls
relayed to the individual priest
concerned. The Virgin also told
the girls that she wanted many
priests to come to Garabandal.
To highlight the importance of
the priesthood, a Jesuit priest,
Father Luis Maria Andreu, was
drawn into the events. He made
three visits to San Sebastian de
Garabandal in 1961. At first, he did
not believe in what was happening
there. On 8 August 1961 he made
his last visit, celebrating Mass in
the village church. That evening
he followed the girls up to the
pines with the rest of the crowd,
there, he fell into ecstasy beside
the girls. The girls could see him
but no one else. When the ecstasy
was drawing to its conclusion, the
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mentioned here is about respect
for parents. One night, it was
getting very late and the girls had
already received two out of the
three customary calls announcing
an Apparition. Jacinta was tired
and her father, seeing this, told her
to go to bed. She had protested
strongly about this but did
eventually go to her bed. After
this, the Virgin did not appear to
Jacinta for a period of time. It
pained Jacinta a great deal to see
her friends being given what she

had been deprived of. When the
Blessed Virgin did start appearing
to Jacinta again she asked why she
had been deprived of the visions,
the Virgin told her it was because
of her attitude to her father that
night, she also said, how many
times have I told you that you
must be obedient to your parents,
even over Me?
These are just some of the things
we can learn from the events at
Garbandal.

Two NIGHTs
OF SCREAMS
Prepared the way
In June 1962, two terrifying
nights suddenly interrupted the
usual flow of extraordinary but
predictable events in San Sebastian
de Garabandal. Just prior to the
great Feast of Corpus Christi,
which that year fell on June 21st.
On June 18th, Saint Michael the
Archangel appeared to the four
Seers. This was unusual, as when
the Blessed Virgin started to
appear, Saint Michael only came
to the Seers to give them Holy
Communion when there was no
priest in the village to do so.
He had prepared the way
As He had prepared the way for
the Blessed Virgin with His first
appearances, so He would prepare
Her way again, this time under

entirely different circumstances.
Cried out in horror
During a fifty-minute vision,
shown to Mari Loli, Jacinta and
Mari Cruz, the girls cried out in
horror, even screaming at times,
at what they were told and shown.
The screams were terrifying and
heart-wrenching to the crowds
that were there. The Seers were
heard to say, “Don’t show us these
things! Take us away…. They
should confess! They should get
ready!”
Seeing and hearing
The people wondered at what
they were seeing and hearing on
this, the first of the two nights of
screams (noches de los gritos). The
Angel told Jacinta and Mari Loli
to write what the Blessed Virgin
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said. This is what she said, “Even
though we do not expect the
Chastisement to come, it will
come because the world has not
changed. You have been told
twice but have not paid attention
since the world has got worse.
And it should change very much
but has not changed at all.
Prepare yourselves. Confess,
because the Chastisement will
come soon.”
The second night of screams
The first night of screams was
bad enough, the second night of
screams was to be even worse.
Conchita, Mari Loli and Jacinta
saw Saint Michael in a vision
at around 10.30 that night. He
told them that the Blessed Virgin
would come to them later. He
had some Instructions for them,
which were written down by the
village priest, Father Marichalar.
The Instructions were, “the people
should stay at a distance - that no
one should pass beyond the last
house in the village where the
calleja starts.”
Everyone should confess!
The three girls went on to
the pines and suddenly let out
piercing, terrifying screams. They
were heard to say, “Wait! Wait!
Everyone should confess! Oh!
Oh!” The people in the village,
both resident villagers and visitors
alike, started to pray. They also
asked for pardon publicly. A priest
who was present prayed in a loud
voice and all prayed with him. It
was noticed that when everyone
prayed the screams lessened but
when the prayer stopped, that

the screams became terrifyingly
piercing once more.
They
screamed in an anguished manner.
The Chastisement
When they came out of their
ecstasy, the Seers said that they
would pass the rest of the night in
prayer. Everyone that was there in
the village joined them in prayer.
The priest who had started the
prayer in the village while the
Seers were at the pines, Father
Larrazabel, went to the village
church, followed by the people.
Here he heard Confessions. Nearly
all those present in the village
went to Confession and received
Holy Communion, such an effect
this whole experience had on
those present.
What was shown to the Seers over
these two terrifying nights was
the Chastisement that the world
would have to pass through some
time soon.
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The prophetic
events
THE TRIBULATION
During the first night of screams
on June 19, 1962, the Seers
learned about what became called
the tribulations. For a long time,
they said nothing of this. Then,
in 1967, Mari Loli spoke of this to
a Mexican priest, Father Gustavo
Morelos. In this interview she told
the priest what the Blessed Virgin
had showed them at the time.
'Despite continuing to see
the Blessed Virgin, we saw a
great multitude of people who
were suffering intensely and
screaming in terror. The Virgin
explained to us that this great
tribulation, which was not even
the chastisement, would come
because a time would arrive when
the Church would appear to be on
the point of perishing. It would
pass through a terrible trial.' The
Blessed Virgin told the Seers that
this trial would be communism.
Communism
Communism will return as Russia
makes an all-out final attempt to
dominate the world. Our Lady
spoke several times during the
events of Garabandal about
communism and the dangers of
it. She told the Seers that a time
would come when it would seem
that communism had mastered or
at least engulfed the whole world.

It is at this time that priests
will have difficulty saying Mass.
Priests would have to go into
hiding. There is a possibility that
many will be martyred.
Europe will be especially hard
hit. The Seers were heard to say
during an ecstasy that “if we don’t
amend our ways, Russia will take
possession of the whole world."
THE WARNING
The first thing that is to happen of
a supernatural nature will be the
Warning. When the tribulation
is at its height, it is then that the
Warning itself will occur.
The Warning will be sent as
a fulfilment of the Scripture,
“Unless those days be shortened no
flesh shall survive.”
This direct Divine intervention
will completely reverse the course
of world events.
Conchita told her Aunt Maximina
after an Apparition on January
1st, 1965, what would be involved,
though she is forbidden to say
what it is in itself.
"The Warning begins as a sighting
in the sky (but not a comet, meteor
or anything of a physical nature).
From the sky, this Presence
descends into every soul to
accomplish its task. Everyone in
the whole world will be affected,
no one will be able to escape it.
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Miracle, something will happen
that will cause people to stop
believing in Garabandal.
Conchita knows the exact date
and will announce it eight days in
advance. The way that it will be
told to the world will be a miracle
in itself.
It will occur on a Thursday
evening at 8.30 between the 8th
and 16th of March, April or May
on the Feast of a Martyr of the
Eucharist. And will coincide with
a great ecclesiastical event within
the Church, lasting for fifteen
minutes and will be seen in the
sky. All those within the village
and surrounding mountains will
see it. The sick who are present
will be cured, sinners converted,
and all will believe. It will be the
greatest miracle that Jesus will
have performed for the world.
A permanent, visual sign will
remain at the pine trees till the
end of time. It will be possible to
televise, film or photograph but
not to touch. As a result of the
miracle, Russia, as well as other
countries will be converted. On
the day after the Miracle, the body
of Father Luis Maria Andreu will
be found incorrupt.

Each person will find themselves
alone, no matter where they are
at that time, alone with their
conscience before God. All will
be totally immersed within their
own experience. Each person will
see their sin and how they have
offended God. They will also see
the consequences of their sin.
They will also see the good that
they failed to do.
While this will be terrible for
them, it is also a Grace that is
given. A final chance to come back
to God and His narrow Path. To
open the soul to God and bring to
it the Grace of repentance.
They will feel this in different
ways, depending on the conscience
of each person. Each one will react
in a personal way to this. It will
be less traumatic for those who
are truly in a state of Grace than
it will be for a hardened sinner.
Conchita also said that practicing
Catholics would be able to endure
it better than others.
The Warning (aviso) will be for
the good to draw closer to God
and for others to amend their lives.
THE MIRACLE
The second of the supernatural
events will be the Great Miracle.
The Warning prepares the coming
of the Miracle.
In the beginning of September
1961, the Seers learned that there
was to be a Miracle at the pine
trees of Garabandal. Over time,
Conchita would be the only one
that would be involved with it.
The revelations about it really
began from September 9th, 1962.
Shortly before the prophesied
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Saint Pope
John Paul II on
Garabandal
May God reward you
There is a book on Garabandal,
written by Albrecht Weber in
1993, entitled Garabandal Der
Zeigefmger Gottes (Garabandal:
The Finger of God), of which a
first edition copy was presented to
Pope John Paul II. He later asked
his secretary, Fr. (now Archbishop)
Stanislaus Dziwisz, to write to the
author. In the subsequent printing
(2000) of the book, on page 19,
a portion of the Pope's message
is reprinted, as follows: "May
God reward you for everything.
Especially for the deep love with
which you are making the events
connected with Garabandal more
widely known. May the Message
of the Mother of God find an
entrance into hearts before it is
too late. As an expression of joy
and gratitude, the Holy Father
gives you his apostolic blessing."
Weber writes, "From the attached
greeting in the Pope's own
handwriting, with his signature, it
is clear how deep an interest he has
in the events of Garabandal, and
how anxious he is that they should
be made known in a credible way."
The Blessed Virgin
On July 23, 1988, during a special
general audience with the Pope at
the Vatican ... "special" because it

was held on Saturday, rather than
the usual Wednesday... Father
Robert introduced Garabandal
Visionary Mari-Loli and family
to him. Father Robert who was
holding 7 year old Maria Dolores,
one of the three Lafleur children,
said to the Pope: "Your Holiness,
a special blessing for your littlest
children who come on behalf
of The Blessed Virgin from
Garabandal." Our Holy Father
exclaimed "Garabandal!"
Taken from a Garabandal
Facebook page, posted by Glen
Hudson.

Monday 29 July 2019
...do not be afraid of the events
that will take place upon this
earth because man has refused
to listen to His God...
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Events to Come
Friday 9 August
Feast of Saint
Edith Stein
Prayers begin
at 12pm
Thursday
15 August

Feast of the
Assumption

Day of Prayer
Against Abortion
Prayers begin at 3pm

Walk Against
Abortion

Saturday 17 August
Gathering at 2.45pm
Thursday
5 September
Feast of
Saint Teresa
of Calcutta
Prayers begin
at 12pm
First Friday Vigils
from 10pm - 2am:
6 September and
4 October 2019

Sunday
8 September
Mary's
Birthday
Prayers begin
at 3pm

Monday
23 September
Feast of
Saint Pio
Prayers begin
at 12pm

Saturday
14 September
The exaltation
and Triumph of
the Cross
Prayers begin
at 12pm

Sunday
29 September
Feast of
The Archangels
Prayers begin
at 3pm

Pilgrimage

Poland, Germany
and the Czech Republic
19 September to 1 October, for 12 nights,
Cost £695 approx

-ooOoo-

We would like to invite our readers to
join our Facebook Group called:
Sacred Heart House of Prayer
Pilgrimages
The pilgrims have posted some videos,
photos and information on the places
they visit.
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Reflections...
When I see You,
I see All.
I see a mirror
Of myself
That reflects,
Not me,
But You,
Covered with me,
And my sins.
You see me,
In your reflection
And You try
To wipe away
The pain in me,
Reflected in You;
My sinfulness,
My disloyalty,
Your Cross.
When I see You
I want to change,
I want to give
While still holding on
To the reflection
Of what I am
Perfected by me
Without You,
Without Grace.
Reflections
Of You
Disturb
The dark place
That I live in.
No Light
For it shows up me
Without You
Reflected in me...

PR
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